*See reverse for TEA, HOT CHOCOLATE and COLD DRINKS*
Coffee by Workshop Coffee Co.  Bethnal Green
Our coffee is roasted by much acclaimed London micro roastery, Workshop
Coffee Co. Our recipe changes depending on the coffee but typically we
extract a 35 gram shot from 21 grams of coffee in around 30 secs. We use
organic whole milk and steam to the optimum temperature of 5560c.
Espresso
A 35 gram shot of coffee from a dose of 21 grams of just ground beans. This
forms the basis of all the other drinks below.

2.2

Cortado
A 35 gram shot of coffee blended with textured milk served in a 5oz glass.
Great for those who like a little milk and a strong coffee flavour.

2.5

Flat White
A 35 gram shot of coffee blended with textured milk in a 6.5oz cup. Perfect
for those wanting a little extra milk but a well pronounced coffee flavour.

2.7

Cappuccino
A 35 gram shot blended with textured milk in a 8.5 oz cup making this is a
slightly stronger flavoured option than the latte.

2.8

Latte
Here we reduce the shot to 25 grams and blend with textured milk in an 8oz
glass making it a longer, milkier drink but enough coffee to appreciate the
flavour.

2.8

Long Black
35 grams of espresso poured into hot but not boiling water in a 6.5oz cup.
The hot water version of a flat white.

2.3

Americano
35 grams of espresso poured into hot but not boiling water served in a 8.5oz
cup producing a slightly less strong flavour than the long black.

2.3
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Tea by Postcard Teas  Camden / Bond Street
Loose leaf tea is from one of London’s leading tea suppliers and pioneers of
small tea farming. Postcard Teas select only the finest leaves from farms
that they personally visit.
Japanese Black. English Breakfast. Earl Grey. Green Oolong.
Spring Darjeeling. Rooibos. Lemon Verbena. Peppermint

2.7
5

Hot Chocolate by Coco Chocolatier  Edinburgh
Coco Chocolatier blend ethically sourced and quality organic chocolate with
100% Valrhona cocoa to create unique flavours.
64% Plain Chocolate. Lavender. Rose + Black Pepper.
Aztec (Chilli, Vanilla, Cinnamon). Cardamom + Cinnamon

2.8

Cold Drinks by Square Root Soda  Hackney
BBC food and farming award winning Square Root London make
interesting, seasonal and refreshing sodas using only natural and quality
fresh ingredients.
Rhubarb. Cedro. Cucumber. Strawberry. Citrus Crush.
Ginger Beer. Lemonade. Ask for seasonal flavours.

3

Fruit Juice by Chegworth Valley  Kent
Completing the lineup is fruit juices from Slow Food UK award winning
Chegworth Valley. They also supply some of our organic fruit and
vegetables.
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Organic Apple. Organic Pear
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